
 
 
 
 
 
Athens, 01/10/05 
File No.: 2682/20  
To      1. Operating Administration of Special Cases of Athens 
            2. Operating Administration of Special Cases of Thessaloniki 
         3. All regional Administrations of M.O.E 
   
Subject: “COPYRIGHT CONTROL” 

    
The protection of copyright is incorporated in the competences of the newly 

established Special Supervisions Service, pursuant to Law 3296/2004. According to article 2 
of Law 2121/1993 on copyright and related rights, computer programs are included among 
the protected rights. 

   
The protection of the said rights is particularly interesting, since the copyright theft 

products are being trafficked without taxation records. For this reason: 
   

A) The Regional Administrations of the Special Supervisions Service (SSS), within the 
framework of their daily supervision of taxation, are requested to incorporate those 
supervisions concerning the lawful or not use of computer software as well as all the needed 
taxation records. In enterprises that according to CBR (Code of Books and Records) should 
keep “Inventory Book”, this supervision is obligatory. 
   

B) The Operating Administrations of Special Cases in Athens and Thessaloniki of the 
Special Supervisions Service (SSS) are obliged to perform supervisions concerning the 
authorized use of computer software and their end user licenses in all supervised enterprises. 
   

The supervising groups should perform the following steps: 
   

1. Search and record of the purchase invoices for all the computers used by the 
enterprise. 

2. Search of the software products that have been installed in the computers of the 
enterprise. 

3. Search and record of the purchase invoices of the abovementioned software 
products. 

4. Search and record of the “End User License Agreements” which are granted by the 
software production company as the lawful rightholder of any software program or the copies 
of the contract that have possibly been concluded by the enterprise for its authorized use. In 
most cases, each end user license corresponds to a computer program with a specific serial 
number and permits the use of this program by one user in one computer. Sometimes the 
said licenses are included in recording media, such as CDs or diskettes on which the serial 
number appears. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



5. Duplication check of the software purchase invoices with its corresponding end 
user licenses. 
   

In case that, during the supervision of an enterprise, the lawful use of software is 
not ascertained, a (5) five days time limit should be granted in the lawful representative of 
the enterprise, to bring in the supervising authorities the purchase invoices and the 
corresponding end user licenses of this software. 

   
If the aforesaid evidence will not be brought in time, then a court file should be 

concluded and any liable person will be arraigned in the competent prosecuting authorities, 
as prescribed by the standing provisions. 

   
                            True Copy                                      The Special Secretary      

 ILIAS ARGYROS 
   
 

 
 
SOURCE: http://www.ypee.gr/gr/enhmerosi/egkyklioi2005/egk_041005.htm  
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